TEAM VULCAN
INTERNAL MEETING 10

Date:

24th July 2015

Time:

8.30pm

Venue:

Online Skype

Attendees:

Benjamin Chia, Yeo Cheng Fu, Heng Kok Chin, Low Wei Ting, Chan Jing Vin, Gareth Ng

Absentees: -

Agenda:
-

Smart Watch Module

-

Account Module

-

Participant Module (Program, Session, Podcast, Post and Random Survey)

-

Development (in General)

Discussion:
Smart Watch Module
-

Kok Chin is currently exploring the use of SensorDashboard (an open source library) to
integrate the sensor readings from smart watch to phone
Note: SensorDashboard only consist of sensor related APIs from Android Wear API

Account Module
-

Kok Chin will also be working on the account registration, login and logout function on the
smart phone based on the APIs and database of the existing web application

Participant Module (Program, Session, Podcast, Post and Random Survey)
-

Benjamin is still focusing on the creation of program, session and playing of podcast in each
session
Streaming function will be removed and downloading of podcast function will remain as part
of offline support as requested by Sponsor
Gareth is concurrently working on the post and random/beeper survey based on the latest
requirement given by Sponsor
Benjamin and Gareth aims to integrate their parts by 26th July 2015

Development (in General)
-

Kok Chin have suggested to switch over to GitHub and team will discuss it further on the
next meeting on 26th July 2015
All members to keep Wei Ting updated on their progress, even if it’s behind schedule
Developers to inform Cheng Fu once they’re done with their parts or any form of integration
so System Diagram and System Sequence Diagram will be created and amended accordingly

The meeting was adjourned at 7.30 pm. Next meeting is scheduled on 29th July 2015.
These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments reported in the next three
days.

Prepared by: Yeo Cheng Fu
Vetted by: Low Wei Ting

